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ABSTRACT

Over the past few years, with the rapid adoption of broadband communication and advances in multimedia content capture and delivery, web-based meetings and lectures, also referred to as e-meeting and e-lecture, have become popular among businesses and academic institutions because of their cost savings and capabilities in providing self-paced education and convenient content access and retrieval. In fact, the technological achievements in capture, analysis, access, and delivery of e-meeting and e-lecture media have already resulted in several working systems that are currently of regular usage. This paper gives an overview of existing work as well as state-of-the-art in these two research areas which are bound to affect the way we teach, learn, and collaborate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Web-based collaboration and education systems are quickly emerging as viable alternatives to traditional face-to-face meetings and lectures. Today, with the advances in multimedia technologies, current e-meeting and e-lecture systems have gone far beyond the stage of plain audio/video capture and display. Instead, more sophisticated technologies involving the capture, analysis, recognition, and structuralization of e-contents are undoubtedly creating new ways to access, search and repurpose both real-time and archived meeting/lecture data.

Much research effort has been directed to the e-meeting and e-lecture areas in recent years. Innovative audio and video capture technologies are being developed which not only capture panoramic video, lecture notes, presentation materials, and whiteboard discussions, and subsequently synchronize them into a well-presented multimedia stream, but also record complex interactions that frequently take place in meeting rooms and lecture halls. Moreover, recent research on intelligent audio/video content analysis, recognition and understanding, as well as novel interfaces that facilitate convenient content visualization and retrieval, has achieved some promising results. Finally, efficient content transmission and delivery systems, especially designed to accommodate e-meeting and e-lecture data, are being actively studied, for which we can expect to see more concrete results in a near future. In a word, all these ongoing research efforts, once combined together, will undoubtedly provide us various much enhanced means for accessing and utilizing e-meeting and e-lecture content.

2. CAPTURE SYSTEMS

Meeting and lecture rooms are environments where many complex communications take place via visual and audio interactions, note taking, presentations, document and common workspace sharing, as well as whiteboard discussions. Many researchers have developed specialized technologies that are optimized for capturing these complex communications and artifacts of meetings and lectures. In this section, we review some of these capture technologies.

Audio and video capture in a meeting, conference, or lecture is particularly challenging because they usually take place in large rooms with many participants. In addition, people occasionally change positions and the focus of attention at a given time may also change easily. To address these issues, many different approaches have been proposed including panoramic video capture, use of microphone arrays, capture with intelligent pan-zoom-tilt (PTZ) cameras, and use of multi-camera systems. Early work on automatic video capture includes the Cornell Lecture Browser [1] that takes the content captured by two cameras and automatically synchronizes and edits it. Also, the eClass project (previously known as Classroom 2000) [2][3] creates lecture videos by combining various data sources collected from whiteboards and cameras. The AutoAuditorium system [4] supports speaker motion tracking with a PTZ camera and proposes a virtual director that automatically selects the view from one of four cameras. In [5], Rui et al. propose an automated director that applies professional videographers’ production rules, yielding more visually engaging lecture videos. In [6], Kameda et al. combine visual analysis, sound direction, and outputs of ultrasonic location trackers to determine view selection from 8 PTZ cameras in a lecture room. In the FlySpec system [7], where PTZ and omni-directional cameras are used together, an algorithm is presented that combines inputs from multiple human
camera operators with automatic camera controls for better camera management.

Panoramic video capture systems have been shown to be very useful for capturing all the events in a room and providing a user-centric viewpoint [8]-[13]. Examples of such systems are shown in Figure 1. Some of these systems use post-hoc analysis to automatically generate a user-oriented view for playback. In [12], the user-oriented view is automatically determined based on speaker motion. Another method uses microphone arrays for audio capture, computing speaker direction with sound source localization and determining the view point [8][11]. Capturing audio with omni- and uni-directional microphone arrays works very efficiently in small lecture or meeting rooms. For audio capture in larger rooms, a more general approach is to use a wireless microphone for the speaker or instructor, and handheld or spatially distributed microphones for the audience [4][6].

![Figure 1. Examples of meeting/lecture video capture prototypes](image)

(a) Ringcam* [10] (b) FlySpec** [7] (c) Portable Meeting Recorder*** [8].

Courtesy of *Microsoft Research, **FX Palo Alto Lab., ***Ricoh California Research Center.

A variety of approaches have been proposed for capturing presentation slides. Some systems capture PowerPoint slides by requiring the presenter to submit presentation slides beforehand or install a plug-in on their computer [6][2]. The plug-in then communicates the slide numbers with a server. Similarly, people have used screen-capture software on the presenter’s machine [20] for the same purpose. Comparatively, a less intrusive approach is to dedicate a separate video or digital camera to the presentation slides and saves the output into an individual video stream [4][5][14][15]. Another slide capture approach that achieves the same goal directly taps into the VGA output of the presenter’s machine or the projector’s output and stores the output in a separate stream [8][16]. On the other hand, slide recording systems are also frequently used for capturing documents and web pages, since they can record everything that is displayed on the presenter’s screen.

Personal notes provide excellent access points to meeting and lecture recordings. Consequently, many recording systems support note taking. The Audio Notebook [17], one of the pioneering work in this area, synchronizes handwritten meeting notes with recorded audio. In NotePals [18] and StuPad [19], users compose handwritten notes on PDAs and upload them onto a server where they are cross-indexed with recorded lecture. Other work, such as LiteMinutes [20], let users type notes from a web page and place them in a personal or shared space associated with other captured multimedia data. A Tablet PC and special pads for capturing handwriting are also used in systems such as NoteLook [21], ZenPad in E-class [2], and those proposed in [22][23]. These systems automatically record notes that a user writes on slides during presentations and lectures. In addition, systems such as Minuteaid [24] can link meeting and lecture recordings to notes composed using applications such as Microsoft Word. To support group collaboration, Microsoft’s MRAS system [25] provides a discussion forum that augments the recorded presentations.

Whiteboard and blackboard discussions play an important role in both meetings and lectures. Commercial electronic whiteboards that record time-stamped pen coordinates have been successfully employed by many meeting and lecture recording systems [2][26]. Another solution is to take continuous images using digital cameras, then stitch them into one high-resolution image [27][28]. In [29], a whiteboard is captured with a pan-and-tilt video camera and frames are stitched to obtain a high-resolution image. Another video-based whiteboard capture system [30] automatically identifies and zooms into the regions of interest on the board. In [31], Wienecke et al. propose to capture the whiteboard with a video camera, followed by automatic handwriting recognition.

In addition to these basic capture systems, other less traditional meeting capture devices include accelerometers that detect different postures of attendees [32], and wireless meeting and presentation book-marking devices [33].

### 3. CONTENT ANALYSIS AND RETRIEVAL

To facilitate the access and searching of e-meeting and e-lecture content, a sophisticated analysis and understanding of this content is a prerequisite. So far, many research efforts have been reported along this direction. While some of them directly apply generic video analysis technologies to this domain, others have taken its special characteristics into consideration. Below we give a brief survey of existing work in the second group.

Most research on visual analysis of meeting/lecture videos falls into the following five categories: speaker tracking for PTZ camera control [4][5][6], human motion analysis for gesture recognition and activity classification [34][35][36], meeting participant segmentation [37], face detection and recognition for attendee identification [38][39][8], and gaze detection for focus-of-attention determination [40].

There has also been significant work on employing audio cues for content understanding. The ICSI project at UC Berkeley distributes a large corpus of annotated meeting audio recordings for researching into this area [41][42]. A scene detection and classification scheme is proposed in [43] and [44] which identifies discussion scenes in education videos, and subsequently categorizes them into either 2-speaker discussions (e.g. Q&A) or multi-speaker discussions (e.g. classroom discussion). On the other hand, the sound source localization technique has been used by many projects to locate speakers using microphone arrays [8][10][45].

The joint audio and visual analysis has been successfully employed for high-level event detection and structuring of meeting and lecture videos. In the IDIAP project [46], McCowan et al. model the audio-visual interaction between participants to recognize high-level events such as presentations, general discussions, and consensus. To identify video segments with meaningful discussion topics, Mahmood and Srinivasan propose a
method to jointly analyze the contents of slide and audio recordings [47][48]. In a similar manner, Ngo et al. [49] extract discussion topics from electronic slides via video text analysis and speech recognition. Instead, Haubold and Kender classify video keyframes into six distinct categories including blackboard, class, computer, illustration, podium and sheet [50]. In [51], Dorai et al. propose to understand the narrative structure of educational videos by distinguishing frames containing a narrator, slide, web page, and whiteboard using color and textual information. Targeted at identifying sections with topic changes in instructional videos, Phung et al. propose a density function based on video shot changes in [52]. They also propose to recognize narrative structures, such as discussions and on-screen narration scenes, using a set of audiovisual features extracted from lecture videos [53]. In [54], Jain et al. present a way to assign a higher-level structure to meetings via semiautomatic tagging, so that the meeting viewing experience could be improved. Some other work on semantic topic segmentation of lecture recordings can be found in [55][56].

With the semantics extracted from analysis modules, the video content can then be effectively accessed, browsed and searched. In [57], Jaimes et al. conduct a study in which 519 participants are surveyed to determine what artifacts people access after meetings. The conclusion is that documents, personal notes and whiteboard images are the most frequently accessed, while speaker locations and identifications are the most frequently remembered. A prototype system presented in [58] uses explicit artifacts such as notes and derived artifacts like speaker IDs, as pointers into meeting records. It has also surveyed various ways of creating indices into meeting records and introduced the notion of creating indices based on user interaction with domain-specific artifacts. Gross et al. present a multimodal approach to create meeting records based on speech recognition, face detection and people tracking in CMU’s Meeting Room System [59]. A similar system which attempts to index, and subsequently allows users to browse and search video conference archives with automatically identified participants and titles is described in [60]. Moreover, an interface called MuVIE Client is described in [8], which allows browsing of meeting recordings based on speaker transition, audio and visual activity, slide, whiteboard, note and transcript content.

Synchronization of different media streams according to their content has also been a topic of interest since it opens new ways for cross-media indexing. Liu et al. propose a system where original electronic slides are synchronized with a video recording [61] and presentation videos are enhanced by using the original slides in the content area. In the e-meeting system reported in [62], images taken by a digital camera during presentations are synchronized with those of JPEG images captured by a presentation recorder based on image analysis. In [63], handwritten annotations are synchronized and registered with projected slide images for a better playback experience. Various other work on synchronization of different media channels for content access and retrieval can be found in [1][64][65][66].

Summarization has been an efficient and effective way to facilitate quick overview of presentation and meeting recordings [67]. Consequently, quite a few investigators have pursued along this direction. For instance, Waibel et al. [68] generate keyword-based meeting summaries based on relevance ranking and topic segmentation. In [69], He et al. describe a method to summarize audio-video presentations using slide transitions and pitch activity cues. In [70], Erol et al. propose a multimodal summarization technique that combines visual and audio activity with TF-IDF (Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency) analysis of speech transcripts. Focusing more on lecture videos with handwritten slides and blackboard presentations, Liu et al. present a system that selects optimal keyframes and generates a mosaic summary by detecting and stitching related content regions together [71][72].

4. CONTENT DELIVERY

Recently, on-demand streaming of meetings and lectures, as well as systems that support interactive real-time communication, have become popular due to rapid advancement of video compression and transmission technologies. Consequently, many research efforts have emerged in this area. Some of this work is reviewed below.

Most e-meeting and e-lecture systems support on-demand streaming of lectures with synchronized voice, video, and slides. In addition to on-demand and real-time streaming, some existing research and commercial e-lecture and e-meeting systems also support real-time and interactive sharing of slides and whiteboards, as well as video and web conferencing [75][76] for both remote meeting and distributed education settings. Use of real-time video conferencing is particularly challenging when there are multiple clients concurrently using the system. A multimedia distance learning system is reported in [77][78], which describes a real-time interactive virtual classroom at the University of Washington. This system allows a remote participant to not only receive a live class feed, but also interact with the class by asking questions with real-time audio and video. In [79], a videoconference system called Virtual Auditorium is developed which supports dialog-based distance learning. Specifically, the instructor can monitor students on a tiled display and maintain eye contact with any student as shown in Figure 2. An extension of this system to multiparty videoconferencing is provided in [80][81], which automatically determines whether students are speaking, making gestures, or twisting in their seats.

Recently, mobile learning has become gradually popular with the ubiquity of wireless devices that have multimedia playback capabilities. Nevertheless, mobile transmission of e-meeting and e-lecture data is challenging as it involves transmission of rich media content with limited bandwidth. Addressing this problem, an adaptive transmission scheme for lecture videos is presented in [82][83] for mobile applications. Specifically, a content-based analysis method and a buffer-based model detect salient content.

Figure 2. Virtual auditorium system [79].
Courtesy of Milton Chen, VSee Lab.
regions, select optimal keyframes, and transmit compressed keyframes using an adaptive feedback control scheme. This accommodates dynamically changing bandwidths in wireless environments. Readers can find various other mobile learning systems in [84][85].

5. LESSONS LEARNED AND OUTLOOK

So far, many commercial and experimental e-meeting and e-lecture recording systems are in regular use, including IBM Research’s e-Seminar [15] and Georgia Tech’s eClass [3]. Other examples can be found in [3][4][8][86]-[91]. Consequently, there has been considerable work on evaluating the effectiveness and usefulness of these systems. For instance, a study carried out at Microsoft Research shows that most of evaluation participants agree that watching recordings of missed meetings is very helpful [10]. Georgia Tech has used its eClass system [2][3] to record classroom lectures since 1997, and it is reported that lecture recordings are frequently accessed by students, especially right before exams [3]. A study of Berkley’s BIBS lecture broadcasting system [87] also reaches the similar conclusion.

There is no question that e-meeting and e-learning systems are bound to change the way we teach, learn, conduct business, and share information. On one hand, students can now take fewer notes during the class and focus more on the lecture [3]; likewise, corporate employees can attend fewer presentations without sacrificing the learning opportunity [15]. On the other hand, lecturers need take extra effort to make sure that their presentation styles are suitable for on-demand viewing [92].

Before we conclude this paper, we would like to suggest readers some conferences or workshops that address various aspects of e-meeting, e-lecture or e-learning research. It is our belief that, with e-meeting, e-lecture and e-learning systems rapidly gaining popularity, researchers in this field could benefit from these conferences and workshops.

- ICME 2005 Special session on “Technologies for E-meeting and E-lecture”, 2005
- NIST ICASSP 2004 Meeting Recognition Workshop, 2004
- The International Conference on Web-based Learning (ICWL)
- ACM Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)
- IEEE International Workshop on Wireless and Mobile Technologies in Education (WMTE)
- Frontiers in Education Conference
- IEEE International Conference on Advanced Learning Technologies (ICALT)
- IEEE International Workshop on Multimedia Technologies in E-Learning and Collaboration (WOMTEC)
- APRU Distance learning and the Internet Conference (DIL)
- MLEARN: Learning with mobile devices
- European Workshop on Mobile and Contextual Learning
- International Workshop on Multimedia Distance Education Systems and Technologies (MDEST)
- International Conference on Intelligent Multimedia and Distance Education (ICCIMADE)

The fact that there are many e-lecture and e-meeting systems currently in regular usage demonstrates the technological achievements in various areas related with e-media such as capture, access, and delivery. Nevertheless, this is not to say that challenges do not remain. In fact, creative solutions are still in great need regarding the content analysis, recognition and structuring, as well as easy authoring, sharing and re-use of multimodal media that support learning and decision-making. Yet it is our belief that, with people’s requirement for self-directed education and flexible meeting and learning schedules keeps increasing, e-meetings and e-lectures will inevitably become viable complements to traditional face-to-face meetings and lectures.
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